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Abstract 
Let k ~ 3 be a positive odd integer and q be a power of a prime. In this paper we give an 
explicit construction fa q-regular b/partite graph on r = 2q k vertices with girth 0 ~ k + 5. The 
constructed graph is the incidence graph of a flag-transitive semiplane. For any positive integer 
t we also give an example ofa q ~- 2r-regular bipartite graph on r = 2q ~+ t vertices with girth 
g ~ k + 5 which is both vertex-transitive and edge-transitive. 
!. int~oductlon 
The missing definitions of graph-theoretical concepts which appear in this 
paper can be found in [6"!. All graphs we consider are simple, i.e. undirected 
without loops and multiple edges. Let V(G) and E{G) denote the set of vertices 
and the set of edges of G, respectively. I V(G)I is called the order of G, and JE(G)I is 
called the size of G. The girth of a graph G, denoted by g = g(G), is the length of the 
shortest cycle in G. Some examples of graphs with large girth which satisfy some 
additional conditions have been known to be hard to construct and they turned out to 
be useful in different problems in extremal graph theory, in studies of graphs with 
a high degree of symmetry, in the design of communication networks. There are many 
references on each of these topics. Here we mention just a few main books and survey 
papers which also contain extensive bibliographies: onextremal graph theory, [6, 20]; 
on graphs with a high degree of symmetry, [8,12, 19]; on communication networks, 
[2,93. 
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In this paper we construct a new infinite series of regular bipartite graphs with 
edge-transitive automorphism group and large girth. More precisely, for any positive 
odd integer k >i 3 and any prime power q, we build a q-regular bipartite graph D(k,q) 
on 2q k vertices with girth g >i k + 5. Our construction generalizes the one of a graph 
isomorphic to D(9, q) from [13]. Several reasons why we find these graphs interesting 
are described below. 
1. Let ~F be a family of graphs. By ex(v,,~') we denote the greatest number of edges 
in a graph on v vertices which contains no subgraph isomorphic to a graph from ,:~'. 
Let C. denote the cycle of length n >t 3. It is known (see [6, 7, 10]) that all graphs of 
order v with more than 90kv I+1/h edges contain a 2k-cycle. Therefore 
ex(v,{C3,C4 .. . . .  Czk})~<90kv 1+1/~. For a lower bound we know that 
ex(v, { C3, C4 . . . . .  Cn} ) >1 cnv I + ta,-  11 for some positive constant c.. This result fol- 
lows from a theorem proved implicitly by Erd6s (~ee [20"1) and the proof is noncon- 
structive. As it was mentioned in [20], it is unlikely that this lower bound is sharp, and 
our construction supports this remark for arbitrary n. Graphs D(k, q) show that for 
an infinite sequence of values of v, ex(r, { C~, C,, . . . . .  C,s + 1}) ~ dsr t ÷ ~/~'~-3~ s >1 3, 
and this is an improvement of the nonconstructive bound for large r. For large 
values of s and an infinite sequence of values of r, a better bound exit ,  {C3, C4 . . . . .  
C2.~+t}) >>.j'~v I+z/~3~+~j is provided by the Ramanujan graphs (see later), and it 
appears to be the best asymptotic lower bound known. Comparing the exponents of r, 
we obtain that our bound is better for 3 ~< s ~< 8 and large r. For s = 9 the bounds are 
equivalent. For all odd prime powers q or q = 2 m, m is a positive ven integer, and all 
odd values of k, 3 <~ k <~ 17, k # 7, graphs D(k,q) are of the greatest known size 
among the graphs of given order and girth 1> k + 5. The same is correct ifq = 2 ", m is 
odd, k is odd, 3 ~< k ~< 17, k # 7, 11. Graphs D(3, q) and D(5, q) have asymptotically as
many edges as the incidence ~'point-line" graphs of a generalized quadrangle and 
a generalized hexagon, respectively, and the greatest known edge density (the ratio 
e/(~)) among the graphs of the same order and girth (see [13] for definitions and 
details). Extremal properties of incidence graphs of the generalized 4- and 6-gons were 
pointed out by Benson [1]. For prime q, a somewhat similar construction leading to 
graphs with the same order, edge density and girth as D(3, q) and D(5, q), was done by 
Wenger [24]. Graph D(7, q) has girth >~ 12 but asymplotically fewer edges, than the 
incidence graph of a generalized hexagon whose girth is 12. Graph D(9, q) has girth at 
least 14 and shows that ex(r, {C3, C~, ... .  Ct3}) ~ dt~v t+ t~9. For q = 2 ~', where m is 
an odd positive integer, this lower bound may not be the best due to a recent result of 
Ustimenko and Woldar [22], where an example of a q-regular graph of order r ~, 2q' 
and girth at least 16 is given, with t being an unknown integer satisfying the inequality 
8 ~ t ~< 10. Their result implies that ex(r, {C3, C4 . . . . .  Ct s}) ~ dts r t + t,, for an infi- 
nite sequence of values oft, and an integer 1, 8 ~< t ~< 10. (In fact, it was recently shown, 
[25], that t ~< 9.) This lower bound is certainly better than the one of magnitude 
r I + t'tl provided by the graph D(I 1, q). 
2. Let {G~}, i ~ 1, be a family of graphs such that each G~ is a r-regular graph of 
order r~ and girth a~. Following [3] we say that {G~ } is a family of graphs with large 
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girth if 
gi >1 7 logr- 1 (el) 
for some constant 7. It is well known (e.g. see [6]) that 7 = 2 would be the best possible 
constant, but no family has been found to achieve this bound. For many years the only 
significant results were the theorems of Erd6s and Sachs and its improvemems by 
Sauer, Walther, and others (see [6, p. 107] for more details and references), who using 
nonconstructive methods proved the existence of infinite families with 7 = 1. The first 
explicit examples of families with large girth were given by Margulis [15] with 
7 ~ 0.44 for some infinite families ",~ith :,rbitrary large valency, and 7 ~ 0.83 for an 
infinite family of graphs of valency 4. The constructions were Cayley graphs of 
SL, (Zp) with respect to special sets of generators. Imrich [l !] was able to improve the 
result for an arbitrary large valency, 7 ~ 0.48, and to produce a family of cubic graphs 
(valency 3) with 7 ~ 0.96. In [5] a family of geometrically defined cubic graphs, so- 
called sextet graphs, was iatroduced by Biggs and Hoare. They conjectured that these 
graphs have large girth. Weiss [23] proved the conjecture by showing that for the 
sextet graphs (or their double cover) 7 ~> 4/3. Then independently Margulis [16-18] 
and Lubotzky et al. [14] came up with similar examples of graphs with ?/> 4/3 and 
arbitrary large valency (they turned out to be so-called Ramanujan graphs). In [4], 
Biggs and Boshier showed that 7 is exactly 4/3 for graphs from [14]. The graphs are 
Cayley graphs of the group PGL,.(Zq) with respect o a set of p + 1 generators (p, q 
are distinct primes congruent to 1 (rood 4)). 
The family of graphs D(k, q) presented in this paper gives an explicit example of 
graphs with an arbitrary large valency q and 7 >/logq(q - 1). Their definition and 
analysis are basically elementary. The construction was motivated by some results on 
embeddings ofChevalley group geometries in the corresponding Lie algebras, and the 
notion of a covering of a graph (in the sense of [21]). 
2. Construction of graphs D(k, q) 
The incidence stnwture (P, L, 1) is a triple where P and L are two disjoint sets (a set 
of points and a set of lines, respectively), and I is a symmetric binary relation on PuL  
(incidence relation). As it is usually done, we impose the following restrictions on I: 
two points (lines) are incident if and only if they coindde. Let B = B((P, L, I)) be 
a bipartite graph such that V(B) = PuL  and E(B) = { { p, I }: pll, p e P, IE L }. Accord- 
ing to our definition B is a simple bipartite graph. We call B the incidence graph for the 
incidence structure (P, L, I). 
Let q be a prime power. We define the infinite semiplane F(q) as follows. Let P and 
L be two infinite-dimensional vector spaces over the finite field Fq. The vectors of 
P and L can be thought as infinite sequences of elements of Fq. P and L will be the set 
of points and the set of lines of the incidence structure F(q). A vector pe P will be 
denoted by (p)` and a vector le L by [l]. The parentheses and brackets will allow us to 
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distinguish vectors of different ypes (points and lines). It will be convenient for us to 
write the components of points and lines as 
(P) = (Pl, Pl. 1, Pl. 2, P2.1, P2.2, P~,. 2, P2.3, P3.2, P3.3, P~. 3 . . . . .  P~.i, 
Pl.i+ 1, Pi+ l.i, Pi+ 1.i+ 1 . . . .  ), 
[:l'] = I ' l l ,  11. I, 11.2,12.1,12.2, l~,.2,12.3,13.2,13.3,13.3 . . . . . 11.i, 
l~.~+ 1, it+ 1.~, li+ 1.~+ s. . . .  ]. 
We also assum~ p_ 1.o = Io. - 1 = Pl.o = Io. 1 = 0, Po.o = !o.o = - 1, P~.o = i~.o = 1, 
Po. 1 = Pt,  i l .o = 11, l~. 1 = I~. 1, P's. 1 = Pl .t .  We say that a point (p) is incident with 
a line I'l'l, and write it as (p)l l-l] if and only if the following conditions are satisfied for 
i=1 ,2  .... : 
I~.i - P~.i = Il Pi-s.i, 
li.i+ l - P~.~+ l = Pl li.~, 
I~+ l.~ - -  P i+ 1.~ = l ,  P[.i~ (2 .1)  
Notice that for i = I, the first two equations coincide and give It. 1 - pt. ~ = it p, .  
Let D(q) be the incidence graph of the incidence structure F(q) = (P, 1, L). For  an 
integer k i> 2, let F(k, q) = (P(k), l(k), L(k)) be the incidence system, where P(k) and 
L(k) are images of P and L under the projection of these spaces on the first 
k coordinates, and l (k) is defined by the first k equations of (2.1). (Actually we have 
k - 1 distinct equations, since for i = ! the first two equations of the system (2.1) 
coincide.) Finally, let D(k, q) be the incidence graph for F(k, q). 
Proposition 2.1. Let k >>. 2. The incidence system F(k, q) is a sen@lane and D(k, q) is 
a q-regular bipartite graph on 2q h vertices containing no 4-cycles. 
Proof. It is clear that IP(k)l = IL(k)l = q~, I V(D(k, q))l = IP(k)l + IL(k)l = 2q k. It is 
also clear that D (k, q) is bipartite. Let (p) ~ P ( k ). The degree of a point (p) is equal to 
the number of lines [ I]  ~ L(k) incident o it, i.e. the number of solutions of a system of 
the first k equations of (2.1). For  a given (p), the solution is determined uniquely 
through the value assigned to It, so there are q such solutions. Therefore the degree of 
any point in D(k, q) is q. Similarly we get that the degree of any line in the graph is q, 
and the graph is q-regular. The same argument makes it clear that there is no more 
than one line incident to two distinct points and there i3 no more than one point 
incident o two distinct lines. This proves that F(k, q) is a semiplane, and that D(k, q) 
contains no 4-cycles. [ ]  
3. Main results 
Our  goal now is to show that the girth g(D(k, q)) ~ k + 5. This task will be greatly 
facilitated if we use some automorphisms of D(k, q). 
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Table 1 
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hlxl  t:lx) h~lxl 5 . . . .  ~lx) t,~, ~.,,lxl /u ,  ixl t~,.~,lxl 
i~0  m;~l m~l  m~2 m)2  
ti., + t,_ , . :  
P~.~ +P~t,~ x 
/'~.,., +tt',a +/,[,Ix 
"~ pi _ i . i  X2 
P:,, +P~_~ax 
+1,.,_: -i, ...... .~ +1, .... .~. 
r= i - ra~ ! 
+~l,.,+E,~x - t, .... x + i~. x, 
+l~.,_~x: r= i -m~O 
+ li.i-t X 
-P i . i -~x -P~_t. i_ lx,  + P,.,_ tx, 
r= i -m~l  
r= i - -m~O 
+ p~.t_~x 
+ p[_z.,_lx 
- ~r x, 
r~ i -m~O 
-1,.r. l X, 
r= i -m~O 
-1, . : .  +1 ....  x. 
r~ i -m~O r~ i -m~:O 
-1,_,.,x, + r . : .  
r~ i -m~!  r~ i -m~O 
- p,.,x, 
r :~ i - ra~O 
- P,,r÷ t X, 
r= i - -m~O 
-- p,.,x, + P,. t, x" 
r= i - ra~O r= i -m~O 
-p,_~.,x, +:,ix, 
r= i -m~l  r= i -m~O 
1o.o = Oo.o = - l, to. , = r , .o  = o: t , .o =11:  p,,., ~, ;  I h =1,1 ; / ' i ,  =P , , :  ,g .o  = 1o.o = l: P - , .o  = Io . - ,  = 
For every xeFq, let q(x), t2(x), tl.l(x), t ,u ,+l (x)  and tm+5.m(x), m >_- 1, tin.re(X) 
and t~.m(x), m ~ 2, be maps of P ~ P and L --~ L defined by means of Table 1. 
An entry of the table shows the effect of the action of the corresponding map 
(top of the column) on the corresponding component of a line or a point Cleft end of 
the row). If the action of a map on the corresponding component of a point or a line is 
not defined by Table 1, it will mean that the component is fixed by the map. For 
example, the map t2(x) changes every component I~.~+ 5,i 1> 1, of a line [/] according 
to the rule: li.i+ 1 -'~[i.i+5 "[" (li.i + l~.i)X + l i . i - I  x2,  and leaves every component 
P~+ 5.~, i ;~ 1, of a point (p) fixed; the map h. 1 (x) changes every component p~,~, i 1> 1, 
of a point (p) according to the rule p~.~-~ p~.~ - ps_ 5.~-i x; the map ts. 6(x) does not 
change components of any line [!] (or any point (p)) which precede component Is. 6 
(or ps, 61. 
Proimsition 3.1. For every xeFq,  the maps tt(x), re(x), tl.t(x); tm.m+l(x) and 
tm+ l.~(x), m >- 1; t,,.~(x) and t~.M(x}, m >~ 2, are automorphisms of  D(q), and their 
restrictwns on P (k )uL(k )  are automorphisms of  D(k, q). 
Proof. We shall prove the statement for t2(x) only. For other maps it can be done 
similarly. Obviously t2( - x) = t~l(x) .  Let (p)l  [/] be an arbitrary pair of incident 
poir, t and line of D(q). In terms of components heir incidence isgiven by system (2.!). 
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The condition (p)tZ~~l I l l  tz~x~ is represented in terms of components by the following 
system for i = 1, 2, ... : 
(ll.i -I- li.i- l X) --(Pl.i "k pi.i- l X) = 11 (Pi.i+ 1 -I- p[-1.i-  IX), 
(i~.i -t- l i . i -  l X) --  P'i.i = (Pl "t" x) l i . i -  l ,  
(3A) 
(l i . i+ l "1" (li. i q- I~.i)X -I- l i . i -  l X 2) - - (P i . i+ l  "F p[. iX) = (Pl -I- X)([i. i 4" l l . i -  l X), 
li+ t.i -- Pi+ ~.i --" It P~.i" 
It is obvious that systems (2.1) and (3.1) are equivalent for all xE Fq, and therefore the 
map tz(x) is an automorphism of D(q). Since the first k, k/> 2, equations of(2.1) and 
(3.1) also form equivalent systems, the restriction of t2(x) on P(k)uL(k)  is an 
automorphism of D(h, q). UJ 
Theorem 3.2. For all integers k >12 and all prime powers q, graphs D(q) and D(L  q) are 
edge.transitive. For q = 2 ~, n >1 1, and any even integer k >12, graphs D(q) and D(k, q) 
are certex-traasitive. 
Proo f .  Let (p)l [I] be an arbitrary pair of incident point and line in D(q). We shall 
prove that for every s i> !, there exists an automorphism :c~ of D(q) such that both (p)~" 
and [I] ~s have their first s components equal to zero. 
The automorphism a~ will be constructed as a product of some automorphisms 
defined in Table I. Wc ~tart by applying t:( - Pl ). Since Pt -- Po. i and p~. o = 1, t : ix)  
acts on the first component of (p) by the rule pl "-*pt + x. Therefore (pl) = 
(p)*'q-P'~ = (0, p~. 1, P~.: . . . .  ). Let [I 1 ] = [I]"q-P'~. Consider the map tt(x). Since 
I1 = 11.o and Io.o = - !, t~(x) acts on the first component of [I] by the rule 
I1 --* I1 - x, and at the same time it does not change the first component of any point. 
Therefore (p2) = (pt),, u,~ = (0, pf. 1, P~.: . . . .  ) and (/:) = (! I ),,u,~ = (0, !~. l, I~. 2 . . . .  ) 
and at = t , ( -p1)11( i l ) .  Consider the map tt.l(x). Since Po.o =/o.o = - t ,  and 
P- ~.o = I_ ,.o = 0, t1.1 (x) acts on the second component of any line [!] by the rule 
I~. I -* I1,1 + x, on the second component ofany point (p) by the rule pl. 1 -* Pt. 1 -I- x, 
and at the same time it does not change the first component or any point and any line. 
Therefore (pa) = (pZ),,.,q-~.~ = (0, 0, p~.: . . . .  ) and let [P ]  --- [l:'l ''.~-p~,~. Since 
(p3)l [P I ,  the first equation of (2.1) (for i ~- I) gives i~., - 0 = 0~), so 113. ~ = 0. Thus 
:c: = ~ tl. 1 ( - pz  1). The last argument shows how one can continue by induction 
with respect to s. Suppose we have found the automorphism a~, s ~ 2. Let 
(p~+ 1 ) = (p~)~, where 
. . . .  11 - P . . .+  ! I i f  s = 4a  - 2; 
~t~+ l.~( - P~÷ ~.,) if s = 4a  - 1; 
/ /=  | t~+l .... 1( - g+1,~+1) if s=4a;  
[ ~t~,+1.~+1(- P~+1,~+1) if s=4a+ 1. 
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Then//does not change the first s zero component of (p~) and [P], and makes the 
(s + 1)st component of (p~+~) equal zero. Now (2.1) implies that the first s+ 1 
components of ['P+~] = [P]P are zeros. Set a~+~ -- a~/~, and the proof of edge- 
transitivity of D(k, q) is finished. The edge-transitivity of the infinite graph D(q) 
follows from this, since any edge of D(q) is an edge of D(L q) for some k ~ 2. The 
argument above also gives the transitivity of the automorphism group of D(k, q) 
on each of the sets P(k) and L(k), and the transitivity of the automorphism group 
of D(q) on each of the sets P and L. Consider a map ~b: V(D(q)) ~ V(D(q)), defined in 
the following way. For any point (p), (p)~ = [i], where ii.i+ ~ = Pi+ ~.~, li÷ ~.~ = P~.i÷ ~, 
!~+ ~.~+ ~= p~+ ~.~+ ~, !~÷ ~,~+ ~= Pi÷ ~.~+ ~for all i = 0, 1, 2 .... .  and for any line [/], 
[!] ~ = (p), where p~.i+ ~ = l~+ ~.,, p~+ ~.~ = I~.i÷ ~, p~÷ ~.~+ ~= !~ ~.~+ ~, p~+ ~.~÷ ~= i~+ t.~+ ~, 
for all i = 0,1, 2 .... it is a trivial verification, that if chav(F~)= ~, then ~ is an 
automorphism of D(q) which interchanges sets P and L and its restriction on the 
w=~ i, ~s of D(2j, q) gives an automorphism of the latter graph which interchanges sets 
P[2j) and L(2j),j 1> 1. This fact together with transitivity of the aatomorphism group 
of D(2j, q) on each of the sets P(2j) and L(2j) for all j 1> 1, proves the vertex- 
transitivity of these graphs. [] 
Theorem 3.3. Let k >~ 3 be a positi~,e odd iuteger, q be a positive prime power, a~ul 
g =g(D(k,q)) be the girth of graph D(k,q). Then O >1 k + 5. 
Proof. The idea of the proof is the following: for any distinct vertices x, y of D{k, q) 
and any integer m, 2 ~< m ~ (k + 3)/2, we show that there is no more than one simple 
path in D(k, q) with the endpoints x and y of length m. When we say "simple path" we 
assume that all its vertices are distinct, and the length of a p:zth is the number of its 
edges. This will imply that g(D(L q)) ~> k + 5, since D(k, q) has no odd cycles. From 
now on let us denote D(k, q) by G and its automorphism group by Aut(G). We 
consider two different cases. 
Case 1: k = 4r - 3, r ~> 2. Let [~]l(~') l[ ' f2] l - . - I ( /3")I[~ "+~ ] be a simple path 
joining IT ~ ] and [1 "+ ~]. By Theorem 3.2, Aut(G) acts transitively on the set of lines. 
Therefore there exists ~ e Aut(G) such that IT ~ ]~ = [0] - the line with all components 
equal to zero. Let the first component of(/3 ~)~ be z and ,6 = t2( - z). Let i/i] = [-/-i]~p 
= [/[,i[., ..... I~.,'l, l ~<i~<r+ 1, and (p ' )=(~'YP=(Pl ,P I .~ .. . . .  g.,), 1 <~i<<,r. 
We have I! z ] = [0]~ = [0], (pl) = (0, p[. l . . . . .  p 1.,). Since [-! l ] l (p I ), incidence condi- 
tion (2.1) implies that (pl) = ~0). If two lines (points) are adjacent in G to the same 
point (line), then they must coincide (t~is follows [,',ii~edia~¢ly from (2.1)). Therefore 
I i# l l  +~, i= l  .... .  r, and P I#P[+' , i= I  ..... r - l .  (3.2) 
in particular, !~ # 0 and p~ # 0. 
Lemma 3.4. For all i, 2<,i<~r, Ii-~.~-~ =!~_~.~=!~.~-, =l].~=p~.~= p~-~.~= 
p;~, = 0. 
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Proof. To use induction, we introduce a linear order on the set of indices of compo- 
nents of points and lines in the following way. All components of a point (p") and 
a line [!~'[ will be written with the same superscript n. First we define a linear order 
< on the set of four letters {p,p ' , l , l ' }  as l .<l'-<p.<p'. We encode indices of 
p~.¢, p~.~¢, !~.¢, !;~¢ as ordered 4-tuples (a, p, b, c), (a, p', b, c), (a, !, b, c), (a, !', b, c), respec- 
tively, where ae  {1 . . . . .  r}; b, c~ {1, 2 .. . . .  r}, Ib - cl ~< 1. Indices ofp~, !~ are encoded 
as (a, p, 0, I), (a, I, 1, 0), respectively. From our set of 4-tuples we discard all 4-tuples of 
the form (a, p', 1, 1) and (a, l', 1,1). Finally, assuming the usual ordering of integers, we 
define a linear order on the set of remaining 4-~uples lexicographically, and use for it 
the same notation -<. 
By using incidence condition (2.1) for the vertices of our path and the fact that 
I/~ ] = I0], (p~) = (0), we obtain the following system: 
I i - , . ,  = pi: I., + p~-' l~_, . ,_ , ,  
I~_~ ~-~ !~ '~- '  • =P i . i - t  "[" P i - I , I - I ,  
IL, = pl.~' + ~ ip i : l . ,  
/i'/i = , i - I  . i - l l i  P i -  1 . i -  I 4"/ '1 ~i -  1oi- 1, 
pl -  ~., = ~/- , . ,  - p~ ~i- , . ,  - , ,  
pi., = ~',. ,-  ~ip i - , . , .  
pl~, = Ii~, - p~ i f . , - ,  • 
The equations of this system are ordered in such a way that for any choices of !~, p~, 
i ~> 2, the statement follows by a trivial induction on the set of indices ordered by 
<.  [] 
Lcmma 3.5. For all i, 2 <<. i <~ r, I i + 1 1 , . , _ ,  = (t~ ÷ - t~) (p~- '  - p~) t i _ , . , -~  ~ o. 
Proof. Using adjacency condition (2.1) and Lemma 3.4 we get: I[~l-I =P[.~-t  
4- ! i+ " i+ [ i , , i  = l , .~-s -  I l P~- i .~- l )  + I i  p i _ l . i _ l=  (0 - -  le~- l .~- l ,  
+ I~+'p l~- , . , _  ~ = ( l~  + ' -  t~)p i~- , . , - ,  = (1~ +' -  t l )  [ : i~- , .~- ,  - p~t~- , . , - . . ]  
=(ll +' - If) [(0 + p~-'/~_ Li-2) - p~/~-,.i-2] = (ll +' - i l ) (p l - '  - p l ) l l -  L~-: .  Due 
to (3.2), I~+ l , .~_ ~ ~ 0 via trivial induction on i. [] 
Now we are ready to finish the proof of the theorem in Case 1. We recall that 
[!,+ l]  = (I-T,÷ l]~)~, where/I = t2( - z}. If [P+t]  ~ = [a l ,a l . l  . . . . .  a,.,- i ,a,. ,] ,  then 
[ l '+ l ]=[a l ,a l . l  -- a l z  . . . . .  a . . . .  l , a , . , - -a  . . . .  tz]. Therefore ! "+l,.,_t ~a , . , - t  and 
~r+l r+ l  ,., = a , . , -  l , . , - l z .  Using [ l '+ l ] l (p  ") and Lemma 3.4 we obtain l~:+, 1 -p [ . ,  
! [÷1p~-1 . , ,  or  
~v+ 1 a,., - .,.,_ i z = 0. (3.3) 
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According to Lemma 3.5, I~.+,- l ~ # 0, and (3.3), considered as an equation with respect 
to z, has a unique solution. This means that (/~l)~ = (z, 0, 0, .... 0) and point (/~l) are 
determined uniquely by a,.,_~ and a,.,, and, therefore, by the endpoints [1 "~ ] and 
[~r,+ 1-i of the initial path. Therefore very simple path of length 2r between [1 "~ ] and 
IT,+ 1] passes through (/~), and no two simple paths of length 2r between any two 
given lines can have disjoint sets of interior vertices. This implies that G does not 
contain cycles of length 4r = k + 3. 
Case 2: k = 4r - 1, r ~ 1. The proof is very similar to the one in Case 1, and it is 
facilitated by the observation that for an odd k, k ~> 5, the projection of a path in 
D(k,q)  on the first k -  2 components gives a path in D(k-  2, q), and therefore 
g(D(k, q)) >~ g(D(k  - 2, q)). We start with a simple path [ r~] l ( f J l ) l [ r~] l  ... I[~',+ 11 
i~,÷ 1) of length 2r + 1 between a line J '~] and a point (/~'+ 1). Let ~e Aut(G)  be such 
that [['1]~=[:0], (~ l ) *=(z ,O ,O,  . . . .  0), (~ '+ lp=(b l ,b l . l  . . . . .  b~.,,b,. ,+l),  and 
t; = t2( - z). Let [l"i'P p = [P] and (#i)~p = (pi), i = 1 .... .  r + 1. Then [/1-[ = l-0], 
(pl) = (0), and i~ ~: l~ + 1, p~ ~: p~+ 1 i = 1 .... .  r. 
Lemma 3.6. For r~ 1,1 "+1,., = 0and p,.,,,+t = (P~ - el~'+l~l'+ I,,.,_ t # 0. 
Proof. i;.+, 1 = p;., + l~ + 1p I_ l., = 0 + l~ + 1.0 = 0 due to [.emma 3.4. Then we con- 
sider p~:,+ ' = I'/.~ ' - p'~+ ~ I;+,[ ~ = (p~:, + p'~ I;.+, ~_ ~ ) - p'~+ 1 ![.+ ~ ~ = p~:, + (p, _ p, + 1 ) 
"~.~ / r+ l  I "+~ DuetoLemma3.4 ,p ; ' r=O,  andduetoLemma . . . . . . . .  _, :~0.3incep~ p~+~ r .e -  1.  . 
the proof is completed. [] 
We are ready to finish the proof of the theorem in Case 2. Since 
(p,+l) = (bl - z ... . .  b; . , ,b , . ,+ l -b ; . , z ) ,  and b'~., - - ' '+~- ~,., , the incidence condition 
[-/,+ ~-]l(p,+ 1) gives i"+ ~ ,+ 1 ~,+ 1 ... .  , (b , . ,+  1 , ,+ l z )  - - p,., = pl , , . , . Using Lemma 3.6, we get 
(t,+ 1 _ b ,  ,+ ~) + p; ;+ I z = O. (3 .4 )  ~r.r+ 1 
According to Lemma 3.6, p,;+ ~ ~ 0, and (3.4), considered r,~ an equation with respec~ 
to z, has a unique solution. Like in Case 1, this implies that G has no cycles of length 
4r+ 2, ando(G)>~4r+4=k + 5. [] 
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(1) Recently the authors and A.J. Woldar proved that for k ~> 6, graphs D(k, q) are 
disconnected. This implied that i'or an infinite sequence of values of v, 
ex(v, {C3, C4 .. . . .  C,s+ ~ }) = ~(v I +2/~3~-3 +~)), 
where ~ = 0 ifs is odd~ and e = i ifs is even. To our knowledge, this is the best known 
asymptotic lower bound for all s, s t> 2, s # 5. For s = 5 a better bound [2(v ~ + ~/5) is 
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given by the regular generalized hexagon. For  a connected component of D(k, q), 
k I> 6, 3' I> 4/3 logq(q - I). (See F. Lazebnik, V.A. Ustimenko and A.J. Woldar, A new 
series of dense graphs of high girth, Bull. Amer. Math. Soc., to appear.) 
(2) It has also been shown that for infinitely many values o[ q the girth of the graphs 
D(k, q) is k + 5 (see Z. Fiiredi, F. LazebniL A. Seress, V. A. Ustimenko and A. J. Woldar, 
Graphs of prescribed girth and hi-degree, J. Combin. Theory Set. B, to appear). 
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